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04_SEASONAL DOWNTIME

The ultimate summer 
accessory, ‘The Lounger’ 
has three recline settings 

and is padded so you 
can relax anywhere in 
comfort: at the beach, 
on a boat or poolside. 

basilbangs.com

CHIC
03

There are things to see, places to be: 
the latest destinations and designs 
unfailingly fire the creative mind of 

style director-at-large Steve Cordony.  
Here’s what he has his eye on now ...

02_LET IT POUR

The latest Spring/Summer 
objet collection from French 
luxury fashion house Hermès 

includes a chic raincoat 
created in waterproof fabric 
for your pampered pooch. 

hermes.com
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03_SHAPELY CERAMIC Perfect for floral arrangements or singularly as 
a sculptural form, the ‘Komang’ vessel brings texture to any space and 
is shaped and coloured entirely by hand. mcmullinandco.co

01_FLOOR SHOW

Valentino’s first flagship boutique in Southeast Asia has opened in  
the 25 Martin Place development, in Sydney’s Castlereagh Street, 
spanning two winding floors, including private styling suite and 

customisation services. valentino.com

05_ACID WASHED To celebrate the baguette 
bag’s 25th anniversary, Fendi has teamed 

up with Japanese luggage expert Porter for 
a new collaboration that pays homage to 

the iconic original. fendi.com

07
07_KEEP IT CLEAN Double, Australia’s 

first machine-washable rug brand, has a 
collection of eclectic and design-forward 

rugs that implore you to make a mess: that 
is, have fun without the anxiety of spilling 

wine or food on the floor. double.online

06_DOWNTOWN VIBE 

New luxury towel 
brand Fridah’s debut 

‘Manhattan’ collection 
evokes the energy and 
spirit of the city that 

never sleeps. fridah.shop

08_STAR DATE

With its name referring to the second-brightest 
star in the Eridanus constellation, the softly angular 

‘Cursa’ lounge chair by De La Espada plays with 
shape and form, negative space and volume. 

spenceandlyda.com.au
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09_BONDI TALES

After an eight-month 
renovation, Sydney’s 

iconic Icebergs 
Dining Room and 
Bar has re-opened, 
marking its 20-year 

anniversary with 
the release of a new 

book of classic 
favourites from the 
famed restaurant 

and memories from 
its history. idrb.com
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10_ON THE MARQUE A masterclass itself  
in combining pure luxury and refinement  
with supreme high-tech design, the new 
Range Rover Autobiography remains true to its 
roots while perfectly poised for the future. I had 
the privilege, during my recent Masterclass 
event, of showcasing the vehicle which, in line 
with my ethos, blends history, luxury and the 
latest in technology, creating the perfect synergy 
of design and lifestyle. landrover.com.au
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11_MEDITERRANEAN MAGIC

Evoking the vibrant colours and 
patterns of Puglia, these objects 

and accessories conjure sun-filled 
terraces, seaside trattorias and 
being surrounded by friends  

and family. alexandtrahanas.com

12_ON THE WATERFRONT 

An enchanted escape 
on Sydney Harbour, 

the Woolly Bay Hotel 
has a shining star on its 

rooftop topped by Arturo’s 
inspired menu and a sunny 

fitout by Luchetti Krelle. 
woollybayhotel.com.au
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